trauma - during infancy and childhood - adults
generally presume the most resilience' (p.272). If
this reaction is taken as a token of lack of interest,
children will not receive the information necessary
to integrate the traumatic event into their cognitive
structures.
The younger the child the more he or she
depends on adults for information about an event.
Young children have less knowledge and
understanding of life to help them integrate what
happens to o r around them and thus may make
wrong inferences and assumptions about traumatic
events, leading to confusion and misunderstanding.
Our task and challenge in helping children is not
only to try to prevent adults from hiding facts, but
also to help to sustain open communication about
events over time. Younger children cannot control
this by themselves as older children can; they have
to rely on adults for a facilitative processing
environment.
Sometimes children, especially adolescents, do
not want to talk about a loss or trauma. I think it is
important that we understand that there can be good
reasons for this. If the adolescent is functioning well
in school, does not isolate himlherself from others,
and does not change hislher behaviour in a dramatic
way, I think we should respect this. Parents can be
informed about this to lessen their anxiety as well a s
taught how to create a good communication climate
or use good opportunities to facilitate conversations
about a loss or trauma.
If we consider what children want when it
comes to receiving information about traumatic
events we lack solid research. From a separate area,
however, Dyregrov and Raundalen (1997) gathered
some interesting information related to this subject.
They conducted a study of Bosnian families
regarding their war experiences and the decision to
return to Bosnia. Both children and adolescents
were very clear that they wanted to be included in
discussions and receive information. The
researchers found something intriguing, however.
Children and adolescents, regardless of age (when
over 6 years), wanted those of their own age and
older children to be included, while they excluded
those who were younger. So, a 6-year-old did not
want younger children to be included, and the same
was true for a 12-year-old. And more, they wanted
to exclude them for the same reasons that adults
want to exclude children: they said they would not
be able to understand the information, it would

make them afraid, and therefore they should be
shielded from this information.
Including children in rituals and confronting events
Several authors (Dyregrov, 1996; Eth & Pynoos,
1994; Worden, 1996) have recommended that
children should be included in rituals following the
death of a family member or friend. The rituals may
include viewing the body and participating in the
funeral. Currently, it is hard to find anyone who
recommends that children should be kept out of
these activities; ritualisation is used more and more
within the school community, kindergartens and
other social gatherings following traumatic losses.
Adolescents also use spontaneous rituals in ways
that show us that they have an important purpose for
them. The reasons for including children usually
have been that they help the child comprehend what
has happened, that the event becomes more real, and
that it facilitates children's processing of the death.
When including children in the rituals, several
factors are considered important: i.e., the child's
age, relationship to the death, the degree of physical
injury of the dead person, etc.
Studies from the 1970s about children
attending their parent's funerals have not been
consistent. Some reports indicated that children who
did not participate in funeral activities had a more
difficult time accepting the death (Bowlby, 1963;
Furman, 1970; Grollman, 1967), while other reports
indicated that children developed psychiatric
symptoms as a result of attending (Furman, 1974,
Schoewalter, 1976). However, the research
methodology was inadequate, often lacking control
groups, and the reports provided little systematic
information.
During the 1980s some studies assessed the
impact of children viewing the body and attending
the funeral. McCown (1984) studied the funeral
attendance of 65 boys and girls aged 4-16 (33 males
and 32 females) following the death of a sibling.
Mothers of these children were interviewed 2 to 12
months after the death. In addition, the Child
Behavior Checklist (CBCL) developed by
Aschenbach and Edelbrock was used as a
standardised measure. Children themselves were
not interviewed. The study found higher behaviour
problem scores among those who attended the
funerals than those who did not. Females showed
significantly more behaviour problems in
comparison to norms, while males did not, and in
particular younger children (4-7 years old)

evidenced problems. In McCown's study the norm
was for children to attend (72%) and parents in the
study did not regret the decision to include children.
The authors at this time, 1984, state that none of the
current literature suggests that parents insist or force
a child to attend; rather, the child should share in the
decision-making and be allowed to attend. The
authors state that the study does not show cause and
effect. McCown concludes that supportive measures
might include special preparation and help in
understanding and interpreting the meaning of the
ritual event and experience. She also highlights the
need for an adult who is emotionally comfortable
with the child to act as a support person during the
funeral proceedings. McCown also writes about
how parents indicated that the issue of cremation
was awkward to explain to children, and painful
both for parents and children to share.
Weller, Weller, Fristad, Cain and Bowes (1988)
studied the effect of funeral attendance on 38
children from 26 families (46% of the families that
met inclusion criteria) who had lost a parent. In this
study the child was evaluated independently, as well
as by the parents. Almost all (92%) of the children
attended their parent's funeral. Most parents and
children (76%) described the child's reaction as
controlled i.e., little or no crying. Atypical reactions
at the funeral included 'withdrawn or passive' or
'extremely upset'. The agreement between children
and parents on who evidenced such reactions was
low. Four factors were associated with children who
had atypical reactions: having helped with funeral
arrangements; having gone to funeral arrangements
despite not wanting to go; having known someone
who died before; and, believing that death meant the
parent 'was buried'. When psychiatric status was
assessed 2 months post death, the attendees and
non-attendees or those with an atypical reaction and
those without, did not differ significantly in
depressive, anxiety, or other psychiatric
syrnptomatology as rated by the child or parent.
In the 1990s only a few studies have addressed
the issue of children and funerals. In a prospective
study of acute bereavement responses in pre-school
children, Kranzler et al. (1990) found that those who
attended their parent's funeral were significantly
less anxious than those who did not. However, the
authors think this is most likely due to parental
disturbance, as parents of children who did not
attend the funeral tended to be more symptomatic
themselves, rather than a direct effect of not

attending the funeral. Saler and Skolnick (1992),
who studied adults who experienced a childhood
parental death, found that those who reported less
opportunity for participation in activities such as
funeral-related events had higher rates of overall
depression and were more prone to guilty selfreproach.
Silverman and Worden (1992) studied 120
children who had lost a parent. Almost everyone
(95%) attended the funeral, although nine children
did not see the actual burial as the parents felt it
might be too upsetting for them. There had been
little discussion about whether or not to include the
children. The majority (77.6%) saw the body after
the death. When asked about the funeral 4 months
after the death, many of the parents had difficulty
recalling how they involved the children, and
smaller children found it difficult to provide many
details about the funeral. Around the first
anniversary, when the children were asked about
how they felt about attending the funeral, they were
all pleased that they had gone but did not elaborate.
In conclusion, Silverman and Worden state that they
learned that the children had similar needs to those
of adults. They mention how inclusion provided an
opportunity to show respect and say good-bye and
so to acknowledge the death. Inclusion also gave the
children a feeling of being consulted and supported
by their families. The authors link this to other data
in their Child Bereavement Study (Silverman,
Nickrnan, & Worden, 1992) where they found that
children do not detach from the deceased but find
ways of carrying an inner representation of the
deceased with them. Visiting the cemetery is one
way of actively seeking a place where they can
'find' the deceased, and thus it is important to allow
children inclusion in these ritual visits. However,
the notion that children construct an inner
representation of the dead person also increases the
burden on adults. To help a child in this process, we
need to be able to honour, remember, talk about and
include children in conversations about the
bereaved.
In his book about the Child Bereavement
Study, Worden (1996) reports that having no
preparation for the funeral was one of the strong
predictors that a child would be found at risk 2 years
later. The children who were not prepared showed
disturbed behaviour, low sclf-esteem, and low selfefficacy 2 years after the death of the parent, as well
as experiencing more difficulty talking about the

dead parent. Those most unlikely to receive
preparatory information tended to be younger
children who had lost a mother. Lack of preparation
is usually related to the dysfunction of the surviving
parent, a factor found to be one of the strongest
mediators affecting the course and outcome of the
child's bereavement. Worden also found that
children with a more mature understanding of death
in the early months were those who had attended the
funeral and had gone to the gravesite at some point
during the first year. Based on this study, Worden
recommends including children in funeral planning
and in the funeral itself. Over the age of 5 children
should be given the opportunity to decide whether
or not they want to attend, but it should be an
informed decision. Preparation is required to make
i t an optimal experience.
Traumatic events often include what can be
called confronting behaviours in addition to seeing
dead bodies, i.e., visiting the scene of events.
Although sparse, research shows little evidence of
any deleterious effects of participating in
confronting behaviours (Milgram & Toubiana,
1996). Milgram and Toubiana (1996) studied the
reactions of 675 7th graders who were grieving the
death of 19 and injury of 14 fellow students. They
looked at different confronting behaviours such as
talking about the event, watching or listening to
TVJradio, attending funerals, visiting bereaved
families and participating in memorial services at
school, and found that although most children could
have engaged in the more intense, direct confronting
behaviours (e.g., attending the funerals or visiting
families of deceased or injured children), only a
minority did so. Those who did participate were
those who had suffered the greatest personal loss
and consequently were most upset. This means that
most children found it difficult to participate in
these activities or were less motivated to do so,
while commitment to their friends overrode the
avoidant tendencies in those who had suffered more
personal loss.
Winje and Ulvik (1995) investigated families
following a school bus disaster where 12 children
and 4 adults died. Family members found that a
confronting-crisis intervention service, that
included visiting the accident site, viewing the dead
body, and meeting the pathologist, had not been too
stressful for the relatives and they did not regret
their participation. When used early following
traumatic events, the confronting approach

hopefully may prevent unsuccessful avoidant
activity, which often characterises chronic
emotional processing (Joseph et al., 1996). Early
intervention involving children in confronting
activities in many respects uses some of the same
principles believed to be at work in Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) that has proved helpful
when children develop posttraumatic stress disorder
(March, Amaya-Jackson, Murray, & Schulte, 1998;
Saigh, Yule, & Inamdar, 1996). Emphasis here is
most often on exposure-based paradigms, providing
psychoeducational information and constructing a
narrative.
Conclusion regarding children and rituals
There is little to suggest that taking part in the
funeral harms children. However, lack of
preparation for the funeral is associated with more
risk of problems later. In a study of schoolmates
following several suicides in Northern Finland,
Poijula, Wahlberg, Dyregrov and Jokelainen (2001)
found that those who participated in the funeral
were at an increased risk of developing PTSD
(measured by the IES) and high intensity grief
(measured by the Hogan Grief Inventory). Partly,
this can be explained by the fact that the students
who took part in the funeral felt more close to those
who committed suicide, but this does not fully
explain the results. Again, it might be the lack of
preparation of the students for this emotional event
that has the potential to make it harmful.
It seems that when advocating children's right
to be included in ritual practises it is of utmost
importance that they are well prepared for the
different aspects of the ritual, have good adult
support throughout the ritual, and are allowed to ask
questions and express their thoughts and emotions
following their participation. Unfortunately, many
health professionals just
focus on the
recommendation that children should be included,
without giving proper attention to the preparation,
support and follow-up of ritual participation. Let an
example illustrate this:

A 12-year-old boy lost his brother in a tragic
accident. He saw his brother in the coffin but
started having intrusive images of this situation
during the day and especially while trying to
sleep at night. He started having severe sleep
problems, and his mother contacted us for help.
It turned out that he was not at all prepared for
the sight of his brother. He looked very

different from usual, as they had combed his
hair backwards, probably to cover extensive
head injury, while he always had it to the side.
In addition, his mouth was partly open giving
him a peculiar look. The problem was quickly
solved by Eye Movement Desensitisation and
Reprocessing.
This author has treated several similar cases where
children developed problems related to viewing a
dead family member. The problem usually
originates in an aspect of the sensory experience
that they were unprepared for, be it that the body
was so cold upon touching, there was a certain smell
in the room or, most commonly, there was
something about the visual experience that burned
itself into their memory. Sometimes children have
been unprepared for the strong emotions that adults
evidence: 'I never thought I would see my parents
like that. I have always looked upon them as the
strong ones and here I had to support them' (16year-old daughter). We have to make sure that
children are well prepared for the sensory exposure
involved in these rituals, and for the emotional
reactions that can be expected in others and
themselves.
Another consequence is that it may be ill
advised in some situations to allow all classmates or
distant friends to view the body, when the body, for
example, has been disfigured or looks very
different. Here a balance must be struck between
what is gained in reducing the unreality and the
other cognitive or emotional gains that may result
from participating in the ritual versus the possibility
of traumatisation from the sensory input. There is
often a delicate balance between what is therapeutic
or helpful and what may be traumatising.
Taking part in confronting behaviours seem to
be helpful for children in providing a chance to
make losses real or in counteracting avoidant
behaviours. Johnson and Foley (1984) have stated
that memory is improved when the original physical
or cognitive context is reinstated, and returning to
the scene of a traumatic event could thus serve as a
memory anchor in reconstructing and making an
event whole. However, in this area also, one should
tread cautiously and await more research.

How can we improve help in this area?
Based
on
this
review
the
following
recommendations are made:

1.

2.

There is a need to improve families' awareness
about the necessity to communicate openly and
directly with children. In particular, we have to
educate adults about the long-lasting effect
trauma can have on children and adolescents,
and thus their potential need to talk about the
event or its consequences long after it has
happened. It is, however, not enough to point
out the need for open and honest
communication; families need practical
suggestions and role models for how they can
communicate about traumatic events, and the
family changes that can develop followingsuch
events.
Early intervention in families who experience
trauma should include helping them to develop
constructive ways of communicating openly
and honestly about what happened and its
effects on the family. By providing a model for
emphatic listening, ways of asking questions,
clarifying affects, allowing children to have
their say, providing feedback, etc., a caring,
supportive climate within the family can be
established. By making the discussion of
communication, role distribution, emotional
gratification, and conflict part of the follow-up
sessions, i t is possible to work directly to
establish a favourable climate for recovery
from loss or trauma. By regularly having
family meetings, at increasingly spaced
intervals over an extended period of time, this
supportive communication climate can be
sustained.
We need to educate adults on children's need to
make sense of events, by creating or
constructing a narrative or total picture of what
happened, even when children are quite small
(Osofsky, Cohen, & Drell, 1995). Although the
word debriefing has mistakenly been used to
describe all assistance in this regard, having a
chance to describe what happened, the thoughts
related to what happened, understanding what
caused an event and what they did to survive it,
as well as giving words or another form of
expression (i.e., drawing) to the different
sensory impressions experienced during the
traumatic event, and the reactions that ensued,
is needed and recommended to prevent the
event from having unnecessary consequences
(see Yule & Udwin, 1991; Stallard & Law,
1993). If parents o r other children or

3.

4.

i~dr>lesccnts
wcre part of the event, this dclailed
revlew should he donc with all pcrsons
involved MI thc evcnt present, as this increaws
[he chance of getling a Tull picture moT whzt
happencd.
A calltion should bc rnisriy r e g a r d i n g
individuals who arc naturally disposed towards
emotional dissociation. i f thc research rcmfts
(or adirfts is n l m applicable to children, In a
stutly of hcreaverr ndults. Bonanno, Kcltncr,
Holcn and Horowitz ( I 995) stales that thcse
people shn~~lrl
he cncuungcd to dcscribe their
thou?hls, reclings and rncmaries (of Ihe
d c c c a ~ d ) at whntcvcr pitce they Tccl
cornfortahlc. Such repressors nre ~ h l cto avoid
~ h cvpcricncc
c
of ntgalivc affcct, n lth011gh thcy
cxpcrience a larger physical tol? nvtr tirnc.
Hawcvcr, fihry do appcar to have poorer
memory for past ncgative emotional
cxpcric~~cca
(Hollgraves & Hall. 19(15). The
pmblcni will hc to dircriminale carly on as lo
whrr telonps to t h ~ sgmup, without asking them
to fill in questionnaires at a time when r t might
ht: clhically qnest~onahlc.Currently. i f seems
most vinhlc to continue tn prtwde evcrynne
with a p o d opportunily la organise the cvent
through forrniilating a narrative carty after a
traumatic event or krcnvcment.
We need to talk to childrcn directly about
Irzz~malicevcnls. This i~thc only way to ensurc
that wc understand whal childrcn havc
crpcrienced, how they have undcrsiwd their
crpcrience snd the facts thcy are miming 10 tw
ahlc to construe! a I'ull narrative of what
Imppcned. We ~ f s onccd to makc s l m (hiit
children are asked, or that we listen carefully,
abol~ttheir understanding of 'why* srlmclhing
happened, Cause and meaning arc importan1
aspects o f thc rcality wnatructinn that takes
place iollnw~ng advcrsc events, and this
cmstructIon has air imponant Impact on the
development of baqic asqurnptions throughout
childhuod.
When Idling thc 11h
1t
we cio no1 need lo hit the
c711ldover the hcad with facts. While Ihc focus
is on open, truthful and dircct information, wc
need not givc thcm all details, i.e., ahour
parental disputes that preccded a suicide, hnw
the brain rniltter was spread near the head, etc.
I f childrcn a s k a h u l details, hnwevcr, Isuggest
we tcll (he truth without deliberating on the

grotesque or scary details. Telling the tn~thi s a
good strntcgy cvcn when i t comes

In deeper

explanations o f the background to a tragic
cvcnt, i.c. why a pcrson committed suicide.l'he

5.

6.

following ex:~mple illustrates anc wa! o f
lr;lling children almut this:
'Mama was sad From hefore vou wcre
barn. She had such difficult and painful
thoughts in her head rhnl she cvenrually
did not want l o live any lonpe. She tricd
as well as she could to llve with thcse
painful thoughts. but they hccame t m
xtrong for her. and Then -he sta~fcd
thinkkg that to dic was the only way she
cot~ldget rid nf thew thnl~ghts.It was ar i C
she hacl a cliscase E
n her thoughts and more
ant! rnnw F ~ Cconvinced hcrsclf Ihat i t
would he best for all That she died because
shc alw cnuscd pain in orhcrs. This docs
not mean that you or your clad nr othcrs
yo11 love will want lo die i T thcy have a
painful thought. Thcre was something
inside your mama's ~tlrsughtsthal was ill
and that made hcr not think clcarty and
thcn shc killed tiur.wlf.' (Partly based on
Mullcra1907).
Trauma will often affect the Famiry systcm In
different ways, and family Fntelvenfion will
i~ecdw explain family dy~amicsto childrcn
and ndults alike, i n addition l e providing
information on normal triturna reactions. 7 h c
therapeutic tasks of preparation, explanation,
~nterpretatinnand teaching are activities thnt
help foster the Cntra-familv cnvirnnmerst and
can prevent Ihc dcvclopm.ent of t~locks 20
rccnvery. For example, the child and Ihe F:~mily
need to be prepared for rhc sights. smells, and
wundsaf the intensive c a r t or trauma unit (Di
Gallo e t al., 1897; Dyregrov, Raundaten. RE
ReppesgSrd Grllng, IQQCi; Cope i2 Wolfsc~ll,
1994), as wcll as haw rhcir injured or 3
i3 family
member 1-kc
While there is a wealth dsludics documenting
the importance of prapaaingchildrcn and adults
for surgery (cf, Johnston & Voglc. 109.3).
there is littlc shout lie irhpanance of providing
children and adokscents with a map or the
icrrain thcy are going ro walk in rollowing thc
cxpcrrience of traumatic cvenrs. Stallard and
P*iw (1994) report how adolescents reccfvcd no
informatran on psychological hclp available

7.

following a road traffic accident. I foresee that
trauma intervention in the future will be much
more specific in providing children and
adolescents with advice on how to handle the
after-effects of traumatic events. This
information will have to be provided both
verbally and in written form.
We need to reconsider how we include children
in rituals. Although clinical experience and
empirical research support including children
in such activities, we do need to put more
emphasis on preparing children for and helping
them through such activities. In addition, we
may have to rethink how wide the circle should
be for inclusion, i.e., whether school or more
distant friends should also see the body.

Conclusion
All in all, arguments seem to favour including
children in conversations and sharing information
and facts. But are there situations where shielding
may be correct? Adults have, and always will,
simplify the world for children. We will go on
shielding them from the fears we have as adults. If 1
work with a child who has lost his or her mother, I
will not describe to the child the different risks there
are that their father might die in a traffic accident or
develop a serious illness. Parents and professionals
will continue to keep some aspects of adult reality
away from children. We will not overstimulate them
with all we know, nor will we tell them about or
share all our fears, but we should advise parents to
share important facts, communicate important
information, and openly talk about the emotions
connected with serious illness, death and trauma.
Looking back over the last 20 years I can see
how much we have increased our knowledge about
trauma and loss in children, yet I am sure that when
in 2020 we take another look back we will think,
'How little we knew'. Much of what we believe is
good practice today will be revised. Twenty years
ago siblings were not allowed into our Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit, and they were seldom allowed
to see their dead baby sister or brother. This is
considered outdated today. What in today's practises
will we consider as outdated some years from now?
It is very doubtful, however, that we will look back
and say that it was wrong to talk directly and openly
to children about painful or difficult things.
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